Contrast dependencies of two types of motion aftereffect.
We examined the effects of adaptation and test contrasts on the duration of two types of motion aftereffect (MAE) that presumably reveal different levels of motion processing: MAE with a static test stimulus (static MAE), and that with a counterphasing test stimulus (flicker MAE). MAE duration increased with increasing adaptation contrast. When the test contrast was low, it increased rapidly, and saturated at a low adaptation contrast. When the test contrast was high, however, it gradually increased over a wide range of adaptation contrasts. These complex effects of stimulus contrasts could be well described by a dependency on adaptation contrast normalized by test contrast on a logarithmic axis. Little difference was found between the results for two types of MAE. The interaction between adaptation and test contrasts leads us to reject the idea that the shape of adaptation contrast dependency of MAE duration reflects that of the sensitivity function of motion detecting mechanisms. The results also suggest a functional similarity between the processes underlying static and flicker MAEs with regard to their responses to contrasts.